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RULES OF PLAY: Each horse listed below has a good chance of winning or finishing second. If two Club horses start in 
the same race, play both to win and place as well as in exactas and/or quinellas. In addition, consider playing the horse 
with the higher odds or the one from the most recent issue of the Club. You can select horses to play from up to four Club 
newsletters at a time, since each newsletter has a "life" of one month. Streamline the number of possible plays at any one 
track by discarding horses listed in the oldest newsletter in a one-month cycle. It is important to watch for horses listed at 
one track shipping in and starting at another track.
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FLORIDA
CODE PROOF got away in fifth early on after being bumped at 
the start, swung wide into the lane and finished well for second 
behind the wire to wire winning favorite, tough right back as Best 
Bet. EXUBERANT SONG seven year old gelding came out 
running at the start, battled head to head for the lead to the top 
of the lane, was still right there in deep stretch and checked in 
third just a half-length off the winner at 45-1; Likely Longshot. 
JOANIE’S IMAGE was reserved early on in fifth, eased out into 
the lane and rolled on by late for the win at 5-1; must respect 
this runner going forward. EXCLUSIVE MOON three year old 
came out running from the rail last out, battled head to head for 
the lead through a sharp half mile over a sloppy/sealed track but 
couldn’t go with the leaders late tiring to finish fifth at 9-1; tab 
with NW2L $25k claimers. JOLTIN’ JOE five year old gelding 
was sent to the lead from the inside last out, set a decent pace 
over a sloppy/sealed track but tired a bit late to finish third at 
17-1; follow. HOT JOCKEY: H. Sanchez.

MARYLAND
MISS CHARADES shipped in from Charles Town for her last start 
off a win, broke from a tough post 11 last out, raced in midpack, 
steadied while awaiting room at the top of the lane and finished 
well for a close-up second at 14-1; Best Bet. LOOK TO THE 
FUTURE five year old gelding shipped up from Tampa for his 
last start, got away in midpack and finished some in the lane to 
finish third behind the favorite at 31-1; Likely Longshot. OUR 
GIN MILL chased the leader early on from outside, took over the 
lead into the lane but couldn’t finish it off tiring late to finish third, 
fits nicely with NW3L $7.5k claimers. VIOLA GEORGE opened 
up a big lead right from the start, was still clear into the lane but 
couldn’t hold off the winner while more than six lengths clear 
of the show horse against $12.5k claimers. LOOKOUT KATE 
four year old filly shipped in from Charles Town for her last start, 
got away near the back of the pack, came wide around the turn 
and finished up well for third at 16-1; stay close. HOT JOCKEY: 
H. Karamanos.

KENTUCKY
YANKEE UNION four year old filly was off since January, chased 
a sharp early pace right from the start, put a head in front into 
the lane but just got nailed late to finish second, Best Bet. HIP 
FOUR SIXTYNINE three year old colt got away in seventh last 
out, was outrun some early on but did come with a nice run late 
to finish third at 34-1; Likely Longshot. HIGH MYSTERY five 
year old gelding came out running from the inside, set the pace 
into the lane but just couldn’t go with the winner late checking 
in a clear second at 5-1; fits right back with similar. LEW AND 
MIKE was coming off a January layoff last out, got off a step 
slow and raced in fifth early on, came again into the lane and 
finished well for third at 21-1 behind the odds-on winner, tab. 
HONEY C six year old mare chased throughout against base-
ment claimers last out, was still in contention into the lane but 
tired a bit late to finish third at 20-1; fits with similar right back. 
HOT TRAINER: W. Ward.

ILLINOIS
DIVER four year old gelding battled head to head for the lead 
through a half mile in 45:4, was still there into the lane but 
couldn’t go with the leaders late tiring to finish third at 7-2 in a 
sharp time, respect this runner right back as Best Bet. RARE 
COURAGE four year old gelding settled into an easy stride early 
on while racing in 8th in his first start since October, finished 
up well for fifth despite some traffic in lane, Likely Longshot. 
PRANKSTERBDANCING got away in fourth last out, made a 
good move to get into the lead at the top of the lane but tired 
late to finish third at 11-1; tab right back with NW2L $7.5k claim-
ers. LET’S DO IT raced in sixth and last most recently over 
the turf behind moderate splits, started to move on the turn 
while four wide and just missed to the odds-on choice late at 
4-1; respect. FIRE CLOUD seven year old gelding got away in 
seventh, moved out three wide into the lane and finished well 
for a close-up third at 13-1; respect right back with a similar 
group over the turf. HOT TRAINER: James DiVito.

NEW YORK
FIVE STAR MOMMA had shown a big work heading into 
her last race, was off a step slow and then bumped hard 
at the start basically taking her out of the race and she still 
ran a credible fourth, follow right back as Best Bet. QUEEN 
NINE pressed a sharp pace last out through a sharp half 
mile, couldn’t keep up with the leaders and tired to finish 
fourth at 24-1; a drop will do as Likely Longshot. BELLE 
GALLANTEY has been in good form of late but just can’t 
seem to get the win, fits with those optional claiming runners 
and should be followed back in a similar spot, stay close. 
KERI BELLE took some early money for her debut race, 
drifted up to 9-1 at post time, stumbled at the start, got a good 
spot along the rail chasing but tired in the lane to finish fifth, 
should be very tough right back. SLAMARAMA returned 
from a November layoff last out, tried the dirt in an off the 
turf event and ran a decent third, needed that race and will 
be tough right back on the lawn. HOT JOCKEY: J. Lezcano.

NEW JERSEY
HE’S HOLLYWOOD four year old gelding got away in fifth 
last out, started to move at the top of the lane and finished 
up well for second at 12-1 with restricted claimers; tab right 
back as Best Bet. PROUDROAD TO GLORY five year 
old mare was never that far off the sharp early pace last 
out, was right there at the top of the lane but faded late to 
finish fourth at 13-1; Likely Longshot. THREE FOR TWO 
chased the early pace over a muddy/sealed track, moved 
to the lead past the ¾ mark but tired in the lane to finish 
fourth, tab with NW2L $5k claimers. PARRANDA ran fourth 
in a four horse field that came off the turf and will be tough 
right back over the lawn stay close. NO FRET seven year 
old gelding chased the favorite early leader right from the 
start, was still there in deep stretch and out gamed that rival 
for the score at 9-1; can repeat with similar right back. HOT 
TRAINER: R. Moya.

PARX
GAME BALL hard hitting six year old settled in third early 
on, moved to the leaders into the lane and just got up to 
score by a neck, was claimed out of that race and is ready 
to score right back as Best Bet. VASTEN came out running 
last out, dueled for command while racing in between foes but 
tired into the lane tiring to finish sixth at 10-1; tab as Likely 
Longshot. MORE REUBENS was outrun early on behind 
a decent early pace, started to come with a wide move and 
finished well for second to the runaway winning favorite, his 
turn right back. LODI LION three year old filly was sent to 
the lead from the outside post 8, took over that lead past 
the ½ but couldn’t last through the lane but did hold on for 
a clear second at 10-1; sharp now. SWISS OAK came out 
running for his debut, set a pressured pace for more than a 
½ mile but tired to finish fourth at 19-1; should improve off 
that effort, follow. HOT JOCKEY: K. Carmouche.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
CONGENIAL four year old gelding came out running last 
out, battled head to head for the lead, was still there into 
the lane but tired in the drive, a turn back to one turn will 
do the trick as Best Bet. WOODLANDSWAY was sent off 
at 66-1 last out, pressed the pace from third and to the 
top of the lane before tiring some late to finish fifth, don’t 
dismiss right back as Likely Longshot. MARINE FOG six 
year old gelding came out running last out, set a pressured 
pace into the lane and stayed on well for second, tab with 
basement foes right back. FREEDOM REIGNS was a bit 
rank early on and was tight into the first turn, raced behind 
moderate splits and finished well for third at 5-1; follow 
right back with a better pace scenario. TRIBALICIOUS six 
year old mare tried to stretch her speed out to two turns 
over the turf most recently, was still there into the lane but 
tired to finish third at 5-1; respect. HOT TRAINER: P. Miller.
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
FRANK AND GO was forced very wide on the first 
turn over the turf last out, raced in seventh behind 
moderate splits but came with a solid run late to just 
miss finishing a close-up third; follow right back as 
Best Bet. TROPICAL HEAT raced near the back of 
the pack early on over the turf last out, made an inside 
move into the lane and finished well for third at 21-1; 
tab as Likely Longshot. TWO BUCKS TO WIN was 
outrun early on behind sharp fractions, came with a 
run into the lane finished well to just miss the place 
spot behind the runaway winner at 6-1; give him a 
look with NW3L $10k claimers. AL FAATIK four year 
old chased the early pace from the start last out when 
sent off at 73-1 but couldn’t finish it off tiring to finish a 
close-up fourth, stay close. UNE AMOUR raced well 
back early on while racing in seventh, came four wide 
on the turn into the lane and passed some rivals late 
to finish fourth at 21-1; follow at a square price. HOT 
JOCKEY: A. Cedillo.

Hoofbeats From the Past
Howard Rowe has not only written about thoroughbred racing history, he has lived it. A first-hand knowledge of the sport, a sharp 
intellect and longevity combined to make him a valuable historian. This collection brings horses, colorful characters, races and 
racetracks of the late 19th and early 20th century to life and recalls a bygone era. $25.95, softcover


